
SYA EQUIPMENT FOR LOAN  

 
The Association has a number of items of equipment available for loan. 

Please contact our Equipment Officer, Mike Hale, on 0418 351 758 to organise 
collection or seek advice on use for any of the equipment listed below. 

1. CUTTING TOOL  

Used with Swaging Tool for getting neat cuts 
on multi-strand SS wire  

2. LAZY TONG RIVET TOOL  

Heavy Duty Riveting Tool for rivets of size up 
to 1/4".  

 

3. SWAGING TOOL  

Used for swaging wire of diameters 2.5, 3.0, 
4.0mm. Note - not suitable however for any 
standing rigging.  

 

4. ANCHOR CHAIN -  

Extra Long 30m of 6mm 
galvanised anchor chain. 
Ideal for a Whitsunday 
cruising where coral will 
otherwise chafe rope 
anchor lines.  

5. POWER SANDER  

Makita Model 9207SPB, Serial 393132E 
Power Disk Sander/Polisher ideal for finishing 
work on the hull. Users to procure their own 
disposable pads.  

 

6. BOAT HOIST  

Designed to lift Sonata's off their trailers, so 
that the hull can be better accessed, and keel 
removed. Usage charge may apply.  

 

7. STENCIL KIT 

As recommended by Coast Guard and police, 
give your trailer the identity of your boat by 
stencilling the boats name on your trailer.  

 

 



8. TUBING BENDER  

A tool for bending 16 mm dia. SS and 
aluminium, and/or 25mm dia. aluminium 
tube. Bend your tubing with a nice even 
radius. Ideal if you want to construct a Bimini 
or shape some new railing.  

9. INFLATABLE PFD TEST KIT  

Inflatable Personal Flotation Devices need to 
be regularly checked for leaks. Don't wait to 
find out when you are in the water. The kit 
includes digital weigh scale for the gas 
cylinder, precision pressure gauge, valving, 
tubing, and inflation pump all packaged into 
an aluminium carry case. 

 

10. DANFORTH ANCHOR  

A spare anchor to borrow at any time, and 
ideal to take with you on your next 
Whitsundays cruise.  

 

 

11. BATHISCOPE 

Heading for the Whitsundays or other areas 
of reef and coral, then why not take along 
this Bathyscope. The glass bottom base is 
35cm dia. and stands 33cm tall when 
assembled or 23cm when disassembled. 

 

12. CARAVAN SCALES   

Caravan Weight Control provides you with 
complete control over the total weight and 
the partial loads on the individual wheels 

Maximum individual wheel weight of 1.5 
tonne.  

 

 

13. DRAW BAR SCALES 

These scales are to measure the 
drawbar weight of your trailer on the 
tow vehicle. The correct downward 
pressure on the tow ball should be 
10% of the towed load.  

 



SYA EQUIPMENT  

CONDITIONS OF LOAN 
 

The SYA items are loaned under the conditions that the member 

agrees: 

1. To replace the item if lost, destroyed or stolen. 
2. To make good any damage at no cost to the SYA. 
3. Not to lend the item to a third party. 
4. To use the item in a safe manner and in accordance with any supplied instructions. 
5. To use the item at his/her own risk and to indemnify the SYA against any 

consequential damage. 
6. To return the item to an agreed location on the agreed date.  
7. To pay for any carrier costs involved in dispatching or returning items   
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